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Thanks to the scholarship of the Lerici Foundation, I had the opportunity to spend the month of 
September 2021 in the Department of Kultur och Estetik at the University of Stockholm, kindly 
hosted by Prof. Elina Druker. 
 
The project I submitted is about my thesis. The topic I am working on is the relationship between the 
urban landscape of the city of Stockholm and literary texts. The case study analyzes the years in 
which the redevelopment of Norrmalm (Norrmalmsregleringen), involved the renovation and 
demolition of many areas of the city; in particular, I focused on the demolition of the old Klara district. 
I tried to investigate how the city was told, lived and interpreted in the profound changes that affected 
it in the 50s and 60s, during the heyday of Functionalism. The old district of Klara was the cultural 
and media center of the city where many publishing houses, newspapers editorial offices and cafes 
were located: for these particular characteristics the writer Nils Ferlin called the area around Klara 
church with the name of Klarabohemen.  
Writers such as Stig Dagerman lived and worked in those editorial offices, in fact in Klara there was 
the headquarter of Arbetaren newspaper for which Dagerman was the director for many years. And 
it is in Arbetaren of the 25th of December 1952 that Dagerman published an article entitled Strövtåg 
i Klara. In the article the writer takes a solitary stroll through the streets of the district that by now is 
beginning to be demolished. He relates reason and memory in dialogue, and questions the meaning 
of the places of memory, and their survival.  
Dagerman also seems to accept the renewal and the idea of the future of Folkhem, resigning himself 
to the dismantling of the district that was so important to him, where he also set parts of his debut 
novel Ormen. 
 

 

Demolition in Klara. Konstfackskolan and Klara Church's tower. Photo from Stadsmuseet i Stockholm. 

During my time in Stockholm, I had contact with the Arbark union archives to get information on 
historical articles and images about the Klara district, and I had an interesting interaction with Bengt 
Söderhäll from Stigdagermansällskapet. I contacted him for information about an image from the 



Arbark archive, showing Stig Dagerman in the cemetery of St. Klara Church, near where Arbetaren's 
headquarters were located.  

 

November 1945, Stig Dagerman at the Klara cemetery. Photo by Arbetarrörelsens arkiv och bibliotek. 

 

 
 
September 2021, Me at the Klara cemetery, in the same point were Dagerman was in the previous photo. 
 
 
Being in Stockholm and having the opportunity to consult and collect material in the original language 
was especially important to me as a Swedish language student. Through the approach of critical 
Swedish language material, I had the opportunity to deeply improve my language skills.  
Some books I would like to mention are Alexandra Borg, En vildmark av sten: Stockholm i 
litteraturen 1897-1916, pointed out to me by my thesis advisor Prof. Massimo Ciaravolo. Here I 
found some interesting reflections on the representation of cities in literature, with a critical 



philosophical, sociological but also poetic approach: the stadsskildringspoetik narration and poetic 
representation of the city in Italo Calvino's Le città invisibili.  
In addition, Prof. Elina Druker from the Stockholm University department, suggested me Lydia 
Wistisen, Gångtunneln: urbana erfarenheter i svensk ungdomslitteratur 1890-2010, that discusses 
literature for young adults, but also urban representations in general and of Stockholm in particular. 

 

September 2021, view of the Sergels Torg from the second floor of Kulturhuset. 

Today, all that remains of the old district is the church of St. Klara, that the writer August Strindberg 
called in his book Tjänstekvinnans son, “jätten med kopparhatten som förde ett aldrig vilande buller 
för att ange tidens lopp” a giant with a copper hat, who releases an endless sound to indicate the 
passage of time, that stands out among modern buildings. The old bell tower remains a testimony of 
a vanished world and it was easy for me to relate it to the obelisk by the artist Edvin Öhrström 
Kristallvertikalaccent. They are both symbols that represent two different eras and worlds, but they 
seem to communicate each other and create a perfect balance, an imaginary bridge between past and 
present. 

 
 
September 2021, view of the Klara church from Sergels Torg and Kulturhuset to the left. 



It is an evident contrast when looking at the square from Kulturhuset, the beautiful building by 
architect Peter Celsing; but also, when walking through Norrmalm, in the same streets where 
Dagerman, walking alone, traces the places of memory that will soon disappear forever.  
 
It is possible to take a brief space-time flânerie between some of Stockholm's most important eras 
through these witness buildings. 
The tip of the Klara church bell tower is clearly visible behind the two bridges that cross Klara 
Norra kyrkogata and connect the funtionalist building Postgirot. Walking under these two arches 
decorated with classicist motifs typical of the tjugotalsklassicism, and then, turn the corner into 
Klarabergsgatan, leave the church on the right, and go straight to the Sergels Torg. 
 
 

 
 
September 2021, Klara Norra kyrkogata. Glimpse of the Klara bell tower across the bridges connecting the Postgirot 
functionalist building. 
 


